Are you an **undergraduate student** majoring in computer engineering, electrical engineering, computer/software engineering, telecommunications engineering, computer science, or other related discipline?

Spend your summer with us at **Wichita State University**, working on National Science Foundation-funded research on networked cyber-physical systems. You will spend nine weeks — **June 3—August 2, 2019** — living on the Wichita State campus and working on research with faculty mentors.

We provide for lodging, pay travel expenses (upto $600), provide **$1080** as a meal stipend in addition to a general **$4,500 stipend** for successful applicants that participate.

### Available Research Areas
- Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
- Indoor Mapping and Navigation using Smartphones
- Bluetooth-based Wireless Localization
- Cloud Computing
- Computer Vision
- Security and Privacy of Wearable Devices
- Secure Manufacturing Systems
- Secure Mobile Apps

**APPLICATIONS DUE MARCH 15, 2019**

[WWW.WICHITA.EDU/NETCPSREU](http://WWW.WICHITA.EDU/NETCPSREU)